PROGRAMME
SUNDAY, 03RD MARCH, 2024

09:00 - 09:30 HRS REGISTRATION
09:30 - 09:35 HRS DIAS DECORATION BY MOC
09:35 - 09:45 HRS LIGHTENING OF LAMP & SARASWATI VANDANA
09:45 - 09:55 HRS FLORAL WELCOME OF DIGNITARIES AND GUEST BY MOC
09:55 - 10:00 HRS WELCOME ADDRESS BY BRANCH CHAIRMAN
10:00 - 10:15 HRS ADDRESS BY DIGNITARIES ON DIAS
10:15 - 10:25 HRS ADDRESS BY NATIONAL PRESIDENT
10:25 - 10:30 HRS ADDRESS BY GUEST OF HONOUR
10:30 - 10:40 HRS ADDRESS BY CHIEF GUEST
10:40 - 11:00 HRS TEA BREAK
11:00 - 11:45 HRS TECHNICAL SESSION I: ABOUT THE GEM AND ITS FEATURES
11:45 - 12:30 HRS TECHNICAL SESSION II: PRACTICAL INSIGHTS—BIDDING ON GEM PLATEFORM
12:30 - 13:00 HRS TECHNICAL SESSION III: ABOUT IIIMM AND ITS COURSE(S)
13:00 - 14:00 HRS LUNCH
14:15 - 15:00 HRS TECHNICAL SESSION IV: ROLE OF GEM IN EMPOWERING MSMES
15:00 - 15:10 HRS OVERVIEW ON SEMINAR BY SEMINAR CHAIRMAN
15:10 - 15:20 HRS HONOURING SPEAKER(S)
15:20 - 15:25 HRS VOTE OF THANKS BY SEMINAR SECRETARY
15:25 - 15:30 HRS NATIONAL ANTHEM
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
RAEBARELI - BRANCH

The Indian Institute of Materials Management (IIMM) is a pioneer institute having its headquarter at Navi Mumbai providing the skills to youngsters as well as executive of different Organization/Institutions. The IIMM have 52 branches and 19 chapters over the country & Raebareli Branch is one of them, promoting the educational & professional skills to the students through courses of GDMM, PDMM, PDIT, PDPP & IDSMM accredited by IIMM and PGDMM, PGDL & SCM are Recognized / Approved by AICTE.

The students are taught by highly qualified professionals so as to enable the students to achieve their best knowledge in their respected fields. The Raebareli Branch has 104 life members & 35 annual members from different renowned Institutions and Industries. The Branch is also getting benefit with the experience of members, resulting overall benefit to the students and society since this Branch is well aware of its Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).

The IIMM has its Head Quarter for advance studies at Mumbai and centre for research in Materials Management at Kolkata, for furthering the Professionals advancement of Materials Management and its activities/applications.
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